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Game Design  - Anna Gabali 



Visuals explained from a gamer’s perspective 
https://youtu.be/yRdl1Maudp4

https://youtu.be/yRdl1Maudp4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRdl1Maudp4


As you can see from the video many topics were Critically 
evaluated 

Storyline explained fully

Hybrid visual style

1950’s traditions

Everything is old 
fashioned mixed with 
elaborate machinery

Low key lighting

Depth of field

Objects functions are 
explained

Culture of the 50s and 
fashion

Influences: 50’s, Mad 
Max, punk style 

Architecture: Art deco, 
futurist (art research 
needed)



Fifa 17 vs  Candy Crush Soda Saga 

Genre:
Developers: EA Canada

Release date: Sept 2016

Graphic Style: Photorealism

Cost: £35

Platforms: Play Station, Xbox, PC

Narrative: Cinematic from different perspectives; 
the player can be a manager of a player or both

Plot: single-player story campaign mode where 
are Alex Hunter, a young lad trying to achieve 
success in premiership

Genre: Puzzle sub genre: tile-matching
Developers: King’s Games

Release date: Sept 2016
Graphic Style: Cartoon

Cost: Free but costly in app purchase

Platforms: Facebook, IOS, Android, Windows 10

Narrative: Quest Narrative

Plot: Kimmy the main protagonist must 
find her sister Tiffi through 878 levels

P Describe each topic M elaborate compare 
D Analyse interconnections between target audience, game, 
narrative, cost,

Inspiration: If you don’t know by now……..

Inspiration: If you don’t know by now……..

Distribution: Facebook, download

Distribution: shops, download



Fifa 17 vs  Candy Crush Soda Saga 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0fXITzutU4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NDrORSiPddk


Fifa 17 vs  Candy Crush Soda Saga 
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Games have protagonists, villains and 
helpers, with different strengths and 
weakness. Game designers find 
influences from real life events, things 
(sweets) to create characters you need 
to explain this. Both games have non 
playable characters who appear from 
time to time, on fifa they support Alex, 
on Candy Crush there is not interaction 
with them 

P Describe M compare features
D Analyse what designers 
have done and how it 
relates to the game



Game Mechanics
Both games have set goals; however one is linear  and the other not.

Fifa 17 vs  Candy Crush Soda SagaObjectives Objectives
Premier League Find Sister

Rules 

Rules 

Developers set rules for the 
player, the choices they make 
or  actions they take will punish 
or reward him/her.
As the player progresses 
through the game the 
challenges are harder. The 
player will get feedback on 
progress, sanction via 
feedback from the system.

Challenges
Lose a match
Buy the wrong 
player Choice

Challenges
Difficult level
Limited attempts
 Time limits

Mastery
Mastery

Behaviour: what the player must do

Feedback: the player know what is 
good or bak or achieved via feedback 

Achievement: the player is rewarded 
for good behaviour



Fifa 17 vs  Candy Crush Soda Saga 
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Players level up in different ways. 

P Describe M compare features
D Analyse what is good or 
bad about the sequencing

Level up is linear, with time limits: players 
have limited attempts to finish one level, if 
they have missed their opps they have 
purchase more lives, or get support from 
other players in their social networks

Other types of sequencing in games
● Turn-based 
● Turn-based with simultaneous play
● Real-time  
● Time limits



Fifa 17 vs  Candy Crush Soda Saga 
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Fifa has online competition mode, 
whereas Candy Crush has a 
competition elements where 
players can see what level other 
players in their social networks 
have achieved. 

P Describe M compare features
D Analyse what designers 
have done and how it 
relates to the game



Different narratives in games
● Cinematic Fifa is a cinematic narrative with Alex 
● Tale
● Myth
● Non-linear
● Fiction
● Novel
● Legend
● Fantasy - Legend of Zelda: the protagonist (Link), in the world of Hyrul, needs 

to find things to help restore peace in the land



Game mechanics from a player’s perspective

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pXkRRd3ud5o


Fifa 17 vs  Candy Crush Soda Saga 
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Both games make use of music production and 
have brought in music specialists. However Fifa 
also make use of music and pop music from 
around the world 

Both games make use of special effects sounds 
such net, ball, squeaks

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVMCG62fvag


Fifa 17 vs  Candy Crush Soda Saga 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVMCG62fvag




Review this 
The Artists behind the games 

and their art techniques

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jKH4FO0UT-c

